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Abstract
Topological defects resulted from boundary constraints in confined liquid crystals have attracted
extensive research interests. In this paper, we use numerical simulation to study the phase transi-
tion dynamics in the context of stochastic resonance in a bistable liquid crystal device containing
defects. This device is made of nematic liquid crystals confined in a shallow square well, and is
described by the planar Lebwohl-Lasher model. The stochastic phase transition processes of the
system in the presence of a weak oscillating potential is simulated using an over-damped Langevin
dynamics. Our simulation results reveal that, depending on system size, the phase transition may
follow two distinct pathways: in small systems the pre-existing defect structures at the corners
hold until the last stage and there is no newly formed defect point in the bulk during the phase
transition; In large systems new defect points appear spontaneously in the bulk and eventually
merge with the pre-existing defects at the corners. For both transition pathways stochastic reso-
nance can be observed, but show dramatic difference in their responses to the boundary anchoring
strength. In small systems we observe a “sticky-boundary” effect for a certain range of anchoring
strength in which the phase transition gets stuck and stochastic resonance becomes de-activated.
Our work demonstrates the dynamical interplay among defects, noises, and boundary conditions
in confined liquid crystals.
PACS numbers: 61.30.Gd, 83.80.Xz, 02.70.Uu, 05.10.-a
∗ huyc@tsinghua.edu.cn
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I. INTRODUCTION
Topological defects in liquid crystals have attracted tremendous attention in recent years.
On the application side, liquid crystal devices containing defects find many important appli-
cations in fields like display [1], laser technology [2], and self-assembling materials [3, 4]. On
the theoretical side, defect in liquid crystals is an important research topic that is closely
related to knot theory [5], partial differential equations [6], phase transition [7, 8], etc.
Although the static properties of defects in equilibrium state have been extensively stud-
ied [9–11], relatively little work has focused on the dynamical properties of defects and their
roles in phase transition.
Stochastic resonance is a peculiar dynamical phenomenon that involves phase transition,
noise, and external perturbation. Over the past decades, stochastic resonance has been ex-
tensively studied in systems of great diversity, from neuronal and brain functioning [12, 13]
to semiconductor devices [14] and chemical reaction systems [15]. In its essence, stochastic
resonance is a result of the matching of two time scales: the period of the external per-
turbation and the transition rate. To observe the phenomenon of stochastic resonance a
dynamical system needs to contain the following three basic ingredients [16]: (i) an energy
barrier between metastable states; (ii) a weak coherent input, i.e., periodic external forcing,
and (iii) a source of noise. For confined liquid crystals, it is not difficult to meet all the three
conditions. In fact, a few previous works already tried to bring in the connection between
stochastic resonance and liquid crystal systems [17, 18]. However, to our best knowledge,
the relation between stochastic resonance and topological defects in a confined liquid crys-
tal systems has not been investigated before. Moreover, because stochastic resonance is a
prominent dynamical phenomenon that combines the effects of phase transition, noise, and
external perturbation, it can be used as an ideal benchmark to test the dynamical properties
of a liquid crystal system, which is what we do here.
In this paper we study the stochastic resonance phenomenon in the so-called planar
bistable device in which nematic liquid crystals are confined in a shallow square well subject
to planar boundary condition. Topological defects are unavoidable in this system because
of the boundary constraint. First reported by Tsakonas et al. [19], this device features
multiple defect-containing metastable states, including two “diagonal” solutions and four
“rotated” solutions. In recent years this system has been extensively studied in the liquid
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crystal community. In the same paper [19], the authors were able to reproduced the ob-
served multistable configurations using the Landau-de Gennes theory. Later, Luo et al. [20]
studied the effect of boundary anchoring strength on the stability of the metastable states.
Kusumaatmaja and Majumdar [21] computed the minimal energy paths connecting differ-
ent metastable states over the Landau-de Gennes energy landscape. Using Oseen-Frank
theory, Lewis et al. [22] obtained semi-analytic expressions for metastable states and real-
ized them experimentally using filamentous virus particles. Within the molecular modeling
framework, Gaˆrlea and Mulder [23] simulated long rod-like molecules in a square geometry
using the Monte Carlo method. Slavinec et al. [24] used a three-dimensional (3D) Lebwohl-
Lasher model in a confined square well to show that the nematic structure is effectively
two-dimensional (2D). Robinson et al. [25] used several molecular models to study the fine
structure of the metastable configuration.
While previous works have mainly focused on the static properties of the planar bistable
device, here we aim to understand the dynamical properties of the system by studying the
phase transition dynamics in the context of stochastic resonance. One interesting ques-
tion is what kind of role topological defects play during the phase transition. Due to the
mismatching of alignment direction of liquid crystal molecules near defects, maintaining a
defect structure takes extra bending energy. Thus it is natural to ask, during the phase
transition of the planar bistable device, will the pre-existing defect structures break down
at the initial stage of a phase transition, or would remain intact until the final stage? Will
new defect form during phase transition? Does the presence of defect promote or suppress
the process of phase transition? As an initial attempt to address these questions, we try
to link phase transition dynamics with topological defect by studying stochastic resonance
in confined liquid crystals. In particular, we consider the planar Lebwohl-Lasher model [26]
with tangent boundary anchoring condition as a simple mathematical representation of the
planar bistable device. Driven by a weak periodic external potential and intrinsic noise, the
phase transition between the two “diagonal” solutions is simulated using an over-damped
Langevin dynamics for different combinations of system size, boundary anchoring strength,
amplitude of external potential, and noise level.
Our numerical results reveal that, driven by the oscillating external potential and noise,
the system would take two different pathways during the phase transition process depending
on the system size. As expected, stochastic resonance phenomenon can be observed for both
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transition pathways. However, the dependence of stochastic resonance to the boundary
anchoring strength shows dramatic difference for systems taking different pathways. A
remarkable feature we observed in relative small systems is the “sticky-boundary” effect,
in which the phase transition gets stuck and stochastic resonance becomes de-activated
when the boundary anchoring strength falls in a certain range. Our study demonstrates the
intimate relation among geometry, noise, material properties, boundary effects and external
fields during the phase transition dynamics in confined liquid crystals.
II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS
We consider nematic liquid crystals confined in a 2D square subject to tangent anchoring
condition at the boundary. We adopt the planar Lebwohl-Lasher model, which is the simplest
model for nematic liquid crystals. The model consists of N×N particles whose positions are
fixed on a regular lattice, plus another 4N particles forming the boundary (the four conner
sites at the boundary are removed). The orientation of the i-th particle is confined in 2D
space, and can be represented by the angle θi with respect to the x-axis. The Lebwohl-Lasher
potential of the system is given by
HLL = −1
2
J
∑
{i,j}nn
P2
(
cos(θi − θj)
)
, (1)
where the summation is taken over nearest neighbors on the lattice. J is the interaction
strength. P2(x) = (3x
2 − 1)/2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial, and is introduced
here to model the head-tail symmetry of the liquid crystal molecules, i.e., molecules pointing
in the direction n and −n are indistinguishable.
The tangent anchoring condition is modeled by the boundary energy
Hb = −1
2
W
∑
{i}b
cos2(θi − θ0),
where the summation is taken for the boundary particles. θ0 is the corresponding tangent
direction. W is the anchoring strength. To study stochastic resonance, a periodic external
potential is applied to the system, which is given by
He = −1
2
A(t) cos2
(
θi − pi
4
)
.
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The coefficient A(t) is an oscillating function with period T and amplitude A0,
A(t) = A0 sin
(
2pit
T
)
. (2)
If A(t) > 0, the potential tends to align the particles along the main diagonal (pi/4). On the
other hand, when A(t) < 0, the potential tends to align the particles along the secondary
diagonal (3pi/4).
The total potential of the system is
H = HLL +He +Hb.
In our molecular dynamics simulation, the dynamics of the system is governed by the over-
damped Langevin dynamics,
dθi
dt
=
∂H
∂θi
+
√
2Dξi(t). (3)
Here 2D is the variance of Gaussian noise with zero mean and autocorrelation 〈ξi(t)ξj(s)〉 =
δijδ(t− s).
There are six parameters in the model, namely the system size N , the interaction strength
J , the boundary anchoring strength W , the amplitude and period of the external field A0
and T , and the noise level D. J and N are closely related to each other in the sense that
decreasing J gives similar results as increasing N (J determines the correlation length in
the system). Thus we hold J = 0.5 fixed throughout our simulation. In addition, we fix
T = 500, which is much larger compared with the relaxation time of the system. The
remaining four parameters are varied in our simulation to see how they affect the phase
transition dynamics.
III. RESULTS
A. Metastable states
The metastable states observed in the experiments reported in [19] can be recapitulated
by our simulation. As shown in Fig. 1, when there is no external potential, we obtain the
“diagonal” solutions (hereafter referred as config-A and config-B) as well as the “rotate”
solution (config-C). The alignment direction in config-A roughly follows the main diagonal
of the square, while in config-B follows the secondary diagonal. In config-A, there are two
6
config-A config-B config-C
FIG. 1. Metastable states obtained from simulation without external potential. The system size is
25 × 25 excluding particles at the boundary. Boundary particles are shown in black. The energy
of each particle, normalized to [−1, 0], is represented by color (blue means small energy and red
means large energy).
“bending” defects (particles pointing to the vertex) at the top-left and bottom-right corners
and two “splay” defects (particles bending around the vertex) at the top-right and bottom-
left corners. Rotating the config-A by pi one gets config-B. In config-C, the alignment
direction bends like the alphabet “C” (with the opening facing upward). Rotating the
config-C by pi/2, pi, and 3pi/2 gives rise to three other energetically equivalent “C”-type
configurations. In config-C, the two “bending” defects are connected by one edge of the
square, which is also the case for the two “splay” defects. In our simulation, we obtain
config-A, B, and C for a 25× 25 system (as shown in Fig. 1) and a 50× 50 system (results
not shown). These results are consistent with [25].
B. Transition paths
In the following we consider the dynamical process of the phase transition between config-
A and config-B, driven by external potential and intrinsic noise. The external potential He(t)
periodically switches between phase that favors config-A (when A(t) > 0) and phase that
favors config-B (when A(t) < 0). Such a periodic driving potential, aided by a proper
amount of intrinsic noise, may significantly facilitate the phase transition between config-
A and config-B through a mechanism called stochastic resonance. Note that the phase
transitions between config-A and config-C or between config-B and config-C will not be
considered in this paper. As reported in [20], it is quite non-trivial to design an external
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potential that could drive such a diagonal-to-rotated transition and vice versa.
Before quantitatively measuring the phenomenon of stochastic resonance in our system,
it is useful to investigate the phase transition dynamics, i.e., which pathway the transition
process follows, and how it depends on the model parameters. In our simulation, we observe
two distinct transition paths from config-A to config-B (the transition paths from config-B to
config-A are the same under rotation symmetry). As shown in Fig. 2, for the 25×25 system,
the first transition path typically starts with reorienting particles adjacent to the four edges.
Meanwhile, particles next to the two square diagonals keep their original directions [see
Fig. 2(b)]. Under the external potential that favors config-B, these particles are in a state
with relatively high energy. As the external potential strengthens, particles in the center of
the square start to yield to it [Fig. 2(c)], forming a continuous nematic region that extends
to the square edges [Fig. 2(d)]. Due to the boundary constraint, particles near the upper
and lower edges of the square feel a high bending and external energy, which makes them
want to flip over. The flipping-over process goes like a domino chain reaction along one edge,
for which the triggering event may occur in one of the two vertices, or somewhere in the
middle of the edge [Fig. 2(e)]. After this, the system reaches config-B [Fig. 2(f)]. Because
this type of transition pathway needs to go through a characteristic transit state in which
the alignment direction looks like the alphabet “S” [Fig. 2(d)], we henceforth refer it as the
“S”-path.
The other type of transition path is shown in Fig. 3 for the 50 × 50 system. At the
beginning it is similar to the “S”-path till the two distorted lines (shown in red) form in
Fig. 3(c). However, unlike the “S”-path for which the two distorted lines retreat to the
square edges, here the two distorted lines break in the middle, giving rise to four newly
formed point defects (two +1-defects and two -1-defects) inside the square [see Fig. 3(d)].
These four point defects will gradually move to the corners [Fig. 3(e)], where they merge
with the pre-existing defects at the vertices. After merging, the system reaches config-B
[Fig. 3(f)]. One characteristic transit state along this type of transition pathway, as shown
in Fig. 3(d), contains four segments of distorted lines running in crossing directions inside
the square, and we henceforth refer it as the “X”-path.
To highlight the difference between the two phase transition pathways, in Fig. 4 we plot
the time evolution of the elastic energy (Eq. (1)) of the two systems. Starting from config-A
at t = 0, the external potential (represented by the gray-dashed curve in Fig. 4(a) and (c))
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
FIG. 2. The “S”-path from config-A to config-B driven by external potential. The system size is
25× 25 excluding particles at the boundary. Boundary particles are colored in black, and internal
particles are colored according to the normalized energy (blue for small energy and red for large
energy). Parameters used are: A0 = 0.5, W = 20, D = 0.01.
that favors config-B gradually increases its strength, and then decreases after reaching its
maximum at t = 125 (a quarter of the cycling period T ). Driven by this external potential,
the elastic energy in both cases (represented by the black curve in Fig. 4(a) and (c)) first
increases and then decreases. We call the state when the elastic energy reaches maximum
as the critical point (marked by the red-dashed vertical lines). These critical points can be
considered as the rate-limiting step of the phase transition process. From Fig. 4 (b) and (d),
we can see that the critical points of the two systems are different. For the 25× 25 system,
the critical point corresponds to the collective reorientation of a number of molecules near
the boundary (in the region marked by the black dashed circle), while for the 50×50 system,
the critical point corresponds to the breaking up of the distorted lines inside the rectangular.
From Fig. 4 we can see that the essential difference between the “S”-path and “X”-path is
that, in the former the two distorted lines are pushed to the boundary while in the later the
two distorted lines break up in the middle before they get pushed to the boundary. Whether
or not the distorted lines would break up before being pushed to the boundary depends on
9
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
FIG. 3. The “X”-path from config-A to config-B driven by external potential. The system size is
50× 50 excluding particles at the boundary. Boundary particles are colored in black, and internal
particles are colored according to the normalized energy (blue for small energy and red for large
energy). Parameters used are: A0 = 0.5, W = 20, D = 0.01.
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a number of factors as discussed below.
• External potential A0: As the driving force, the external potential needs to be large
enough. For fixed system size and noiseD, there exists a thresholdA∗0 for the amplitude
of the external potential (Eq. (2)). If A0 ≥ A∗0 the distorted lines will break up.
Otherwise the distorted lines will not break up but get pushed to the boundary.
• Strength of noise D: For the same system size, A∗0 tends to decrease as the strength of
noise D increases [see Fig. 5]. This is because noise can destabilize the distorted line
structure and make it more prone to break.
• System size N : As we have seen in the previous examples that the 25 × 25 and
50× 50 systems show different transition paths for the same A0 and D. We speculate
that this is a finite-size effect. Note that the breaking up of the two distorted lines
would introduce four point defects in the bulk [Fig. 3(d)], and the formation of such
a structure in small system takes higher elastic energy due to the interaction between
defects. To test this hypothesis, we record A∗0 for systems with different size. If there
is a finite-size effect, A∗0 would approach to a constant as the systems size grows. We
found that this is indeed the case [see Fig. 5]. Thus we conclude that “S”-path is
favored in systems with small size because of the finite-size effect.
Either path to follow, the transition from config-A to config-B contains two symmetry-
breaking events. The first symmetry-breaking event corresponds to the separation of two
distorted lines [Fig. 2(b)→ (c) or Fig. 3(b)→ (c)], which is the same for both the “S”- and
“X”-path. However, the second symmetry-breaking events in the two types of transition
pathways are different: in the “S”-path it is the reorienting of particles at the boundary
[Fig. 4(b)], while in the “X”-path it is the break up of the distorted lines [Fig. 4(d)]. In both
the “S”- and “X”-path, the second symmetry-breaking event is the rate-limiting step [see
Fig. 4]. It is also worth noting that, if there is no noise or the noise is extremely small (on
the order of 10−7), the first symmetry-breaking event is difficult to trigger. As a result, a
“X”-structure with perfect symmetry will form, which will break down in the center to give
a structure like the one in Fig. 3(d) for large enough A0. Thus in the absence of noise, in
both the 25×25 and 50×50 systems the phase transition follows a special form of “X”-path.
We will come back to this point in the section of Discussions.
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Fig2(a) Fig2(b) Fig2(c) Fig2(d) Fig2(e) Fig2(f) (b)
Fig3(a) Fig3(b) Fig3(c) Fig3(d) Fig3(e) Fig3(f) (d)
FIG. 4. Time evolution of the elastic energy and critical points. (a) Elastic energy of the 25× 25
system (black curve). Black vertical dashed lines correspond to the states shown in Fig. 2. Red
vertical dashed line corresponds to the configuration with the highest elastic energy. Gray dashed
curve indicates the strength of the external potential. (b) Critical point corresponding to the red
vertical line in (a). (c) Elastic energy of the 50 × 50 system (solid black curve). Black vertical
dashed lines correspond to the states shown in Fig. 3. Red vertical dashed line corresponds to
the configuration with the highest elastic energy. Gray dashed curve indicates the strength of the
external potential. (d) Critical point corresponding to the red vertical line in (c). Parameters used
are: A0 = 0.5, W = 20, D = 0.01.
Later we shall see that, the dynamical properties in the 25× 25 and 50× 50 systems can
be significantly different because of the different transition paths they follow.
C. Spatial inhomogeneity
In the previous subsection we have seen that the phase transition dynamics exhibits a
clear spatial and temporal pattern. In this subsection we study how particles at different
positions on the lattice respond differently to the external oscillating potential, which will
12
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4 D=0.01
D=0.1
40x40
system size
FIG. 5. Threshold of external potential A∗0 separating the “S”-path and “X”-path in systems with
different sizes. Solid line corresponds to D = 0.01 while dashed line corresponds to D = 0.1.
W = 20.
provide some rational for us to quantify stochastic resonance for the whole system.
First we define si for each particle as
si ≡ 2 cos2
(
θi − pi
4
)
− 1.
si = 1 when the i-th particle is parallel to the main diagonal, and si = −1 when it is parallel
to the secondary diagonal. Following [17], we then define γi as,
γi =
√
γ2i,sin + γ
2
i,cos, (4)
γi,sin =
2
nT
∫ nT
0
si(t) sin
(
2pit
T
)
dt, (5)
γi,cos =
2
nT
∫ nT
0
si(t) cos
(
2pit
T
)
dt, (6)
where T is the period of the external potential, n is the number of periods. γi measures how
significantly a single particle is in synchronization with the external oscillating potential.
By changing the amplitude of the oscillating potential A0 while keeping other parameters
fixed, we compute γi for each particle for the 25 × 25 system and the 50 × 50 system,
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respectively. The total simulation time is 10000, which contains n = 20 oscillating periods.
In Fig. 6 we plot γi as 3D heatmap, in which hotter regions correspond to particles that are
more active in response to the oscillating field, i.e., with larger γi. For the 25×25 system [see
Fig. 6(a)-(c)], when A0 is too small to trigger any symmetry-breaking event, only particles
near the edges show slight response, while particles near the two square diagonals are largely
steady. For moderate A0 that can trigger the first symmetry-breaking event, yet still not big
enough to trigger the second symmetry-breaking event to finish the whole phase transition,
a large portion of particles in the center of the square show elevated synchronization level.
For sufficiently large A0 that grants the full config-A/B phase transition, particles at the
corners become synchronized with the oscillating potential. These results are consistent
with the spatial and temporal patterns of the corresponding phase transition pathway [see
Fig. 2]. For the 50× 50 system [see Fig. 6(d)-(f)], there is a similar spatial inhomogeneity in
the particles’ response to the oscillating potential, although the heatmaps display a richer
detailed structure. In particular, particles in the central region of the square become more
active due to their relatively larger distance from the boundary and corner defects [see
Fig. 6(d)].
Together, these results suggest that the pre-existing topological defects are playing a
role of stabilizing the macroscopic structure: the defects at the four corners of the square
function like four nails fasten a tent, and the reorientation of particles at these defects marks
the completion of phase transition for the whole system.
D. Stochastic resonance
Given that the hallmark of the config-A/B phase transition is the flipping of the particles
at the four square corners, we thus define
Γ = γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + γ4, (7)
to measure stochastic resonance of the system. Here index i = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the
particles at the four square corners.
To test whether stochastic resonance occurs in our system, we apply a relatively weak
external potential to compute Γ for different noise level D. By definition, we say the phe-
nomenon of stochastic resonance is observed if there is a non-monotonic relationship between
14
N=25x25
N=50x50
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
FIG. 6. 3D heatmap of the particle synchronization level in response to the oscillating potential.
Both the altitude and the color represent the value of γi at different particles in the square. (a-c)
25× 25 system with A0 = 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, respectively. (e-g) 50× 50 system with A0 = 0.05, 0.2, 0.5,
respectively. W = 20, D = 0.01, which are the same for both systems.
Γ and D. As shown in Fig. 7, stochastic resonance indeed exists in our system. In particular,
when the noise is too small (I), there is no phase transition. When the noise is too large
(III), the particle orientation becomes almost isotropic. Only when there is a right amount
of noise so that the phase transition rate of the system matches with the oscillating rate
of the external potential, the system shows full synchronization with the external potential
(II), i. e., resonance occurs.
Next we investigate how stochastic resonance depends on model parameters, including
the amplitude of the external potential A0, the boundary anchoring strength W , the noise
level D, and the system size N . We compute Γ for each set of parameters. These results
are presented in Fig. 8. For the 25 × 25 system with a relatively large anchoring strength
W = 20 [see Fig. 8(a)], stochastic resonance can be observed for A0 ranging from 0.05 to 0.6.
The noise level corresponding to the peak value of Γ decreases as A0 increases, which can be
explained by the fact that the energy barrier between config-A and config-B decreases as the
external potential increases. For A0 > 0.6, stochastic resonance disappears and Γ decreases
monotonically as D increases, suggesting that the energy barrier is gone. For D > 0.5, the
15
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FIG. 7. Left: Γ vs D. Right: S (defined as s1 + s2 + s3 + s4) vs time t. I, II, and III correspond to
the three points marked on the left. Black line represents the oscillating external potential. System
size: 25× 25, W = 20, A0 = 0.35.
liquid crystals become almost isotropic due to large noise. If we change the system size from
25×25 to 50×50, the heatmap is almost the same for strong boundary anchoring [Fig. 8(b)],
even though the phase transition map actually follow a different pathway [see Fig. 2 and 3].
However, if we reduce the boundary anchoring strength W to 1.5, the heatmaps obtained
from the 25×25 system and the 50×50 system show significant difference for D around 0.05
[indicated by the region pointed by the arrow in Fig. 8(c)]. Apparently the phase transition
becomes much harder as a result of reduced boundary anchoring in the 25× 25 system, but
this phenomenon does not occur in the 50×50 system. The reason is that, for this boundary
anchoring strength, the 25 × 25 system gets stuck in the “S”-configuration [see Fig. 2(d)].
It could not proceed to finish the phase transition because the boundary anchoring strength
is not strong enough to provide enough bending energy, and at the same time not weak
enough to release the nearby particles so that they can reorient to yield to the external
potential. We call this intriguing dynamical property as the “sticky-boundary” effect, and
it is a cooperative result of the boundary anchoring, intrinsic noise, and external potential.
Interestingly, it only happens for phase transition that follows the “S”-path. There is no
“sticky-boundary” effect in the 50× 50 system [see Fig. 8(d)] because the phase transition
follows the “X”-path, in which the second symmetry-breaking event occurs in the bulk rather
than at the boundary [see Fig. 4]. For small anchoring strength (W = 0.5), the “sticky-
16
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FIG. 8. Γ for different parameters. Each panel corresponds to Γ obtained for different D and
A0, with the value of Γ shown in color. (a, c, e) correspond to the 25 × 25 system and (b, d, f)
correspond to the 50× 50 system. (a, b) W = 20. (c, d) W = 1.5. (e, f) W = 0.5. For each set of
parameters, the simulation time is t = 10000, which contains n = 20 oscillating periods.
boundary” effect disappears in the 25× 25 system, and the phase transition becomes much
easier for a much wider range of A0 and D [Fig. 8(e)]. For the 50 × 50 system, the trend
that phase transition becomes easier as W decreases always holds [Fig. 8(f)]. Note that in
the limit of W = 0, for both systems there will be no energy barrier separating config-A and
config-B, as long as there exists a non-zero external potential that favors one configuration.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we study the phase transition dynamics driven by external forcing and
noise in a confined liquid crystal system. It is a simple multistable system that contains
topological defects. As expected, stochastic resonance can be observed in this system. We
quantify stochastic resonance using different combinations of system size, boundary anchor-
ing strength, and external potential amplitude. Interestingly, the quantitative behavior of
stochastic resonance can be dramatically different depending on the phase transition path-
way the system follows. A few key questions about the intimate interplay among topological
defect, boundary constraint, external forcing, and noise during the phase transition dynamics
are discussed below.
Topological defect and phase transition
Now we address the question raised earlier in the Introduction — does the presence of
defect promote or suppress phase transition? In fact, both effects have been observed in
our numerical simulation. On one hand, as shown in Fig. 6, the pre-existing “bending”
and “splay” defects appear to be stabilizing the macroscopic structure, and particles near
these defects do not switch their orientations until the last stage of the phase transition. On
the other hand, when the phase transition follows the “X”-path, new defect points emerged
inside the square appear to promote the phase transition process: particles around these
newly formed point defects reorientate and “push” the defect points to the corners. Guided
by these observations, we believe that defects are merely local structures in a metastable
or transit states. Whether or not the presence of defect promotes or suppresses phase
transitions in a confined liquid crystal system appears to be dependent on the transition
pathway. The transition pathway, however, depends on the whole energy landscape and
thus resides on a more global level than defects themselves.
Sticky-boundary effect
In our system, the energy barrier between config-A and config-B is a result of the boundary
constraint (in the absence of the boundary constraint and external potential, the alignment
direction of the nematic liquid crystals can rotate continuously from config-A to config-B
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without changing the Lebwohl-Larsher energy of the system). Our initial guess is that the
phase transition process would become easier as the boundary anchoring strength decreases.
In fact, for the same planar bistable device, using the Landau-de Gennes energy and doubly-
nudged elastic band method [27], Kusumaatmaja and Majumdar [21] computed the minimal
energy paths between config-A and config-C (thus different from the config-A/B phase tran-
sition considered here, and also note that our system has an external potential while theirs
do not). They found that the energy barrier along the minimal energy path decreases mono-
tonically as boundary anchoring strength W decreases. However, to our surprise, in our case
we observe that under certain conditions the phase transition for W = 1.5 is even harder
than that of W = 20 [see Fig. 8(c)]. This phenomenon is path dependent: it only occurs for
the “S”-path in which the distorted lines are pushed to the boundary. The reason that the
phase transition is suppressed is that the relative weak boundary anchoring “absorbs” the
bending energy of particles near the boundary. We call this counter-intuitive phenomenon
as the “sticky-boundary” effect.
Because of the “sticky-boundary” effect, the dynamical response of the system Γ may ex-
hibit a non-monotonic relationship with the boundary anchoring strength W [see Fig. 9]. In
another work, Luo et al. [20] reported that selectively applying variable anchoring strength
on certain parts of the boundary may mediate phase transition in the planar bistable de-
vice. Together, these novel dynamical properties in confined liquid crystals under various
boundary anchoring conditions may be useful in designing programable devices in practice.
The effect of noise
In both the 25×25 and 50×50 systems, if there is no noise or the noise is extremely small
(on the order of 10−7), the first symmetry-breaking event is much harder to occur compared
with the case with noise. This is because when the external potential is relatively weak, the
particles on different sides of the square diagonals are bending towards opposite directions
[see Fig. 2(b)]. If noise exists, the “X”-structure running across the square diagonals will not
be in perfect symmetry (for example, in Fig. 2(b) the “X” is slightly elongated in the vertical
direction). If there is no noise, however, the “X”-structure will be in perfect symmetry. As
the external potential gradually increases, the alignment of particles on the “X”-structure
bends more severely. If the external potential exceeds a certain threshold value, the “X”-
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FIG. 9. Γ vs W . System size is 25 × 25. A = 0.7. D = 0.05. The simulation time is t = 10000,
which contains n = 20 oscillating periods.
configuration would break down in the center, generating four point defects, and the two
symmetry-breaking events in the “X”-path appears to occur simultaneously. After this
point the phase transition pathway looks like the “X”-path as in Fig. 3(d)-(f). Note that
the distorted lines do not retreat to the boundary as in the “S”-path, which explains why
there is no “sticky-boundary” effect for D = 0 in Fig. 8(c).
To summarize, in our system the effect of noise in phase transition dynamics can be
quantitative and qualitative. Quantitatively, increasing the strength of noise can speed up
the phase transition process. Qualitatively, with and without noise the phase transition may
take completely different pathways.
The phenomenon that the phase transition takes different pathways under the influence of
noise might be also true for other spatial-temporal dynamics on a complex energy landscape.
Conventional methods of computing the minimal energy path, such as the string method [28]
or the doubly-nudged elastic band method [27], that do not take noise into account may not
be able to reveal the actual transition path for systems like ours in the presence of noise.
In future it would be interest to investigate the noise-dependent phase transition dynamics
using our simple system as a toy model.
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Choice of liquid crystal model
In this paper we study the lattice-based Lebwohl-Lasher model, which is the simplest
model of liquid crystals. For the planar bistable device, in [25] two other molecular models
are used, which are the Hard-Gaussian-Overlap model and the Gay-Berne model. Both of
these two models are off-lattice, which means that the molecular position is another degree-
of-freedom in addition to the molecular alignment direction. Another modeling framework is
the continuous model, in which the system is described by the macroscopic order parameter,
such as the Q-tensor. For example, in [18] the Oseen-Frank model is used and a Langevin
dynamics with a spatial-temporal correlated Gaussian noise is derived. The benefit of using
a continuous model is that a partial differential equation can be derived, and there are many
efficient solvers could be used. However, the physical justification for the noise terms is less
clear compared with the molecular model. In future, it would be interest to compare the
properties of stochastic resonance in different models.
Future work and connection with experiments
The model considered here may be oversimplified in terms of quantitatively predicting
the experimental result. However, we believe some qualitative features, such as the different
pathways dependent on system size and noise, and the “stick-boundary” effect can be also
observed in other models and also in experiments. It would be interesting to investigate
more complex models such as the Landau-de Gennes model. Current experiment about the
bistable planar device focus on the static properties of the device. It would be interesting to
directly observe the dynamical process such as the phase transition and see the validation
and limitation of the model.
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